March 9 & 10, 2018
ASAOM
(Arizona School of Acupuncture & Oriental Medicine) & Han University
2856 E. Fort Lowell Rd.
Tucson, AZ 85716

Friday Lecture, March 9, 7:30 pm: with Cynthia Scherer
OPEN to all levels of knowledge and interest in astrology.
$10/$15 members/non-members, UA and PCC students $5 off with ID

Plants & Planets
Join the owner of Desert Alchemy for a lively presentation about using
desert flower essences to help take advantage of the energy represented by
the planets in an empowering way. Whether you or your client is facing
challenging transits or natal hard aspects, flower essences can adjust your
perspective to receive the greatest benefits. Cynthia has been studying astrology for over forty years and
making and using desert flower essences for thirty-five years.
FREE BEGINNER’S CLASS on Saturday, March 10, 11 am to 12:00 pm: “Midpoints” This class will prepare the
beginner for the workshop in the afternoon. Explore how the half-way point between two planets in your
natal chart will respond when triggered by another planet. Facilitated by Gael Chilson.

Saturday Workshop, March 10, 1 – 5 pm: with Ernesto Amaya
Pre-register by sending your natal chart data to gaelchilson@gmail.com so Ernesto can have
your chart ready.
$20/$25 members/non-members, UA and PCC students $5 off with ID. OPEN to all levels of
knowledge of astrology.

Midpoints and Uranian Astrology

Many astrologers may have heard of
Uranian Astrology, but either know very little about it, or feel the subject is too
difficult because of the lack of available resources. In my lecture, I will simplify and
reduce the precepts of Uranian in an easy-to-follow series of short presentations that
clearly demonstrate the basic techniques and their applications to traditional
astrology, focusing on Planetary Pictures and Solar Arcs. We will also explore the
mysterious Trans-Neptunian “planets” and how they can be used both in regular chart
interpretation, as well as with the use of dials. Also included is an exploration of the 90-degree dial, a tool
unique to the Hamburg School of Astrology. Students will be given the opportunity to practice what they have
learned by using the dial on their own charts. Packet of handouts $2.
Ernesto Amaya is a Uranian Astrologer based out of Mesa, Arizona. “I’m really drawn to the otherworldly nature of
this school of astrology—It’s almost like it comes from some sort of sci-fi novel. I’m a proud board member of the Kepler College
Uranian Astrology Discussion Group, and am in the process of studying to take the American Federation of Astrologers Student
exam. I worked as a columnist for The Desert Bowler news publication for 6 years. (Yes, I wrote bowling horoscopes!) I used to
think my young age was a factor against me (I’m only 30 at the time of this writing in 2017), but I’ve more recently realized that I’m
in the new generation of astrologers, and it’s important to bring the lesser known subject of Uranian Astrology into the public eye.
I can be reached anytime by email at ernesto@eAstrologer.net.”

Information: 520-625-5762, www.tucsonastrologersguild.org

